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turned to the convention city after
"During the day of yesterday our
a visit to Mexico City in which they
frcnt along the general line between
secured General Carraiiza's answer to
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ed the Yser between those
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.
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to
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continued
This line
parties represented in the coming
south by the line which already had THE
TELLS "TRUTH election next week, it has been deDOCUMENT;
combeen indicated in these official
ABOUT CONSPIRACY AGAINST
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munications. During the fighting of
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Each amendment is to be voted on COTTON NOT UPON THE
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LIST OF
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a
separate ballot. This should be
at
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which
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Rawa,
IN
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TEUTONS SUCCEED
thoroughly understood by all vfiters,
the. bayonet point by the Russians.
some of whom might otherwise over"To the south of the Pilica, in the
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has
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direction
Radom,
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are
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and
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there
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to
The
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and
back. On the River San
Washington,
SANTA FE WINS
Spring-Rice- ,
the British ambassador, exports of September, 1913, have d"-south of Przemysl, rtbere have oc "red papers", are the latest addition
The supreme efforts of the fighting men of five nations have
combats resulting fa- - to ihe publication M diplomacy. "While
stubborn
b
curred
ot bir Edward Grey, creased from 107 to 74 million dollar'
instruction
26.
The
Oct.
supreme
Washington,
bor- Franco-Belgianot bearing the" official stamp of the
still 'failed to turn the tide of battle along the
orably to the Russians.
want
of
a
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court
today
warning
today to American or 30 tier cent, the export of gasoun
der.
Latest reports today were that a struggle of unparalleled fury
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the state depart- - naphtha, etc., has increased from '.:
through
with
shippers,
was still in progress along the North sea, where the Germans,
from the Carpathians on Dolina, in which made its abearance today pur- Btate am, county ofnctoiB from
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Latest dispatches from Petrograd say that
me to give the assurance that trade was the chief sufferer.
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kjuvb lust, uwause tney nad lost the the submarine could get out of dan- the way from Denver to Tiicunicari
in an effort to find work. At Tuctim-cai- i
punch. Why is it that some of you ger.
a
men
made
failure
Bushnell's
in
life?
It
he was informed, he. said, that
have
invention, though
i i Jf i
was never a success.
In the he might get work in El Paso and so
is because you did not have the stuff
in your backbone to meet the crisis summer of 1776 it was taken to New he climbed Into the car in which were
La j Vogas'LoodindSforo
he met the other
when it came. I hate to see a fellow York to operate against a British two horses- - Tht-rwar
In the harbor. This Chinamen, he explained, as they also
down.
an
he
When
is
of
when
you
yell
lying
COULD
make a failure and fall down, get up was the first use of a torpedo In had intended to take a little ride. The-trianaval history. The plan fell through
06 Mateo Vasquez was begun toand try it again."
WISH
South SidoRaja
Established Itsot
man
can
a
come
After showing that
because of Bushnell's illness, which day before Judge Pope. Vasquez Is
back after he has failed, Crimm said, made It necessary to send a substi- charged with introducing liquor
EXPEDITION WILL CHART EVERY with enthusiasm and force:
tute, and by the inability of the amacountry.
ROCK THAT ENDANGERS
'Men, we are playing tne game of teur operator to find on the enemy's
NAVIGATION
SAW GERMANS FIGHT
lifje. It's a hard old game, too; you ship any wooden surface or copper
Santa Fe, Oct. 26. Major James A.
have found that out. You need some which could be pierced.
Washington, Octl 2fl. Plans are one to help you in this game of life
In August, 1777, Bushnell floated a Ryan has returned to New Mexico,
being completed here by an English" anal no one can help like Jesus. When machine guided by a line against fitter seeing the Germans In action.
commander for a seven years' cruise you men are tempted you need some some British ships near New London. Riley went to Europe on one of the
of exploration to start next spring for one to help you resist the temptation It demolished a ship and this was warships detailed by the government
the purpose of discovering and chart- and no one can help yon give tempta- the first successful use of torpedoes to carry gold to the stranded Ameriing Islands and rocks In every sea tion the knockout punch like Jesus, in history.
cans in Europe and together with sevar.d ocean, the exact location of which only Jesus, Every man In the jail;
Bushnell was a bachelor, but had eral other American officers spent
is now in doubt. A. Foster Stack-hous- every man in the insane
asylum; a brother to whose children he left seme time with the German troops
was
he
Now
York
last
who will command the expedi- every man In trouble, had a tempta- his estate. He visited France and at the front in Belgium and France.
was
August
in
While our buyer
Ci'y
tion, is now in Washington confer- tion one day and he did not have tne then went to Warrenton, Ga., where Lieutenant W. N. Hensley of the Thirfortunate in finding an exceptional ofT'i g in Mfg. AUhiajh
h
he became a .teacher. He is said to teenth 'cavalry, also with the
ring with officials of the Geographic- stuff in him to resist.
al society and gathering data from
tlie lot was very large for ? store of this size he "plunged,"
"Billy Sunday was walking down have used the name "Bush" In Geor
cavalry at Columbus: ,Luna
American records.
the streets o Chicago one night and gia.
county, has been detailed to service
Commander Stackhouse says that there came a longing in his heart for
buying the lot at & big discount. Now this is by far the largest
in the Philippine Islands.
Corporal
on the maps of the present day Cape something better than a life of sin.
CHINESE ARE GUILTY
Dennis Snyder of Company I of the
fur stock ever brought to Las A'egas, comprising sets and seHorn Is indicated as anything up to He heard the old familiar songs and
Santa Fe, Oct. 26. "Guilty" was a New Mexico National Guard, has been
50 miles too far north. Other errors turned into a little mission station verdict
parate pieces of Red fox, f;rey fox, pointed fox, skunk, oposbrought In by the jury in the promoted to sergeant and Private
of charting: equally important he de and there found
no
Jesus.
case
of
Today
the United States vs. Thomas Emest Pmegel to corporal. The comsum, Jap mink, marmot, Pers paw, black lynx, Russo lynx,
clares will be shown by the Heven-ye- other man is giving the devil the C. Martin and Chin Suey, charged pany is stationed at Deming.
III
blows that Billy Sunday is giving with conspiring to smuggle Chinamen
expedition.
electric seal, etc., but we intend to sell every set. So Tuesday
The ship Discovery will be used him. Why? Because he has the Sa- into this country from Mexico. The
CHINAMAN ARRESTED
norning they go on sale
by the explorers. It will built under vior to help him deliver the knockout case was tried the past two days beSanta Fe, Oct. 27. Jue Sing Chung,
the supervision of the British admi punch. Gipsy Smith, the poor gipsy fore United States District
Judge Wil- has been taken in custody by United
ralty, which early in the planning re lad, found the Savior one night yon- liam H. Pope and it went to the jury States Immigration Inspector Charles
cognized the importance of the chart- der in Cambridge, and today he is this morning. The jurors were out F. Sensner, on the charge of being unone of the world's greatest evange- about an hour. Sentence has not yet law fully in the United States. Deputy
ing expedition.
American scientific societies are lists. Nothing but religion would been pronounced. A fearure of the United States Internal Revenue Inckeply interested in the project, and have ever lifted the little gipsy lad case was the testimonyof Chin Suey, spector James H. Baker of this city,
it is expected that they will offer to from the camp to be a real man and who explained his presence in the arrested Carmel Chacon on the charge
sbare in the expense of the seven a help to the world. I don't care how stock car at Tucumcari when arrest- of selling intoxicants without having
-year cruise. Considerable scientific far you have gone, all you need to ed by saying that he had walked all a government license.
data of utmost value to the explorers do is to take Jesus in your life and
has been provided by American geo- go from this little service determined
to give the devil the knockout blow
graphers.
We advise your being here early, as many of these sets are
The Discovery will sail next spring every time he comes your way. I
and someone may get the very set you want.
frcm England, and will come direct tell you men, religion doesn't take any
to this country. Captain John A. Rupe- of your manhood away, it gives you
rt-Jones
will be in command of the more. It will make you better husNOTE Now is the time to buy furs, but if you are not prepared new to buy, we will accept a deposit
ship, and Lieutenant Richard H. Gars-ti- bands, better brothers, belter sons
on any articles you may selict and will hold same until wanted.
of the royal Indian marine will be and better citizens."
the chief navigator, fioth officers
At the evening services the evanhave been assigned to the work by gelist spoke to a crowded house on
the Britsih government.
"Prepare to Meet Thy God." Rev.
In speaking of the plans, Comman- Mr. Crimm's message was the most
der Stackhouse said today;
$25 Pointed Fox Set $16.67
$25 Grey Fox Set, $16.67
appealing and reasonable of any he
An elegant set, large muff, scarf
"Near the spot where the Titanic has yet .preached. After hearing his
Only $16.67 for a most beautiful
two skin shape, having two heads, two
sank, submerged rocks or islands have plain, yet earnest message no right
giey fox set a new shaped scarf,
been reported at three different times thinking man present could have gone
bn'sh tails, and pav.
animal effect; muff of two skins,
TV
1S06, 1827 and 1855.
They probably away saying that there is no herehead, 2 paws and large brush tail.
$30 Red Fox Set, $20
$22.55 Red Fox Set, $15
represent a huge submerged rock or after, and no God to meet. The sing'
Another fine fox Set, large muff
volcano, probably the tail of the great ing of the evening was inspiring. No
Large muff trimmed with one head
trimmed with head, tail and paws;
bank of Newfoundland around which serces today, but there will be
and large brush tail, scarf is popular
cne skin shape, having head, tail and
scarf is two sWn snape, having two
icebergs and Ice, attracted and held services tonight at 7:3fr o'clock.
"" '
'
have gathered. If
heads, and two tails.
by gravitation,
paws,
III the tail of the Great Bank is re.illy
MISSOURI RATE HEARING
neai where the Titanic sank, ships
Jefferson City, Ma, Oct. 26. The
would give that place a wide berth
public service commission will tomorin the future.
row hold the first hearing upon the
a brave ship seta
Every year man
$57.50 BLACK LYNX SET
,
$38.33
.
. application of Missouri
trunk line
j pernap
out from port. 13 spoTn
19.67
$25.50 RED FOX SET
to
Increase
for
railroad
authority
or twice at sea ana iten is. hetrd 01
15.00
$2250 KIT FOX SET
their
excess
and
passenger,
freight
no more. She vanishes without sign
21.67
$32.50 KIT CONEY SET
rates. The commission has
baggage
In
three
or explanation.
years ships
$32.50 ELECTRIC CONEY SET
21.67
refused to allow the roads to put the
have strangely disappeared totalling
23.33
$15.00 ELECTRIC SEAL SET
new schedule into effect. The hearof
a
loss
and
a tonnage of 134,643,
$16.50 PER'S PAW SET
.
11.00.
I
is to determine the reasonable
i
V
1
1.C79 men. Assuming the cargo and ing
VICUNA SET
$27.50 NATURAL
18.33
ness
of the proposed new rates. The
vessel to have been worth $100 per
$17.50 GREY BEAVER CONEY SET
$11.67
is that tho commission
presumption
0
of
loss
a
clear
means
ton, that
$19.50 CIVIT CONEY SET
13.00
will
the
roads to present evi
permit
per day, to say nothing of the dence
$21.50 BROWN ISABELLA CONEY SET
14.33
the question cf fallen
upon
a
loss of six lives
day."
$25.00 TIGER CONEY SET.
16.67
revenues, put its experts on the books
$28.50 TIGER CONEY SET
19.00
of the roads and make .'r.vistigation")
Medicine
Had Taken Hia Welaht rn
".
$16.50 SKUNK OPOSSUM SET.....
11.00
which
will not necessitate a physical
M. D. Faucett of Gillsville, Ga., says
For a good many years a lot of people have been fooled In
he had taken his weight In medicine valuation.
In the belief that coffee was good for them that it wa a harmfor headache and constipation but
never used anything that did him so
less or even a beneflciaV drink.
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
DEPENDENT OF DAVID
sale by all dealers. Adv.
For
Nothing In this part of the state to compare with our line of fur
It was only wnen the scientific research of the medical procoats. All the latest cuts and shapes.. Buy your 'fur coat now.
BUSHNELL
IS
SOUGHT
REGULAR $100 FRENCH SEAL COAT FOR
fession began to lay bare the bones of the coffee skeleton, that
$66.67
FAILliE IMPOSSIBLE
REGULAR $125 BROWN MARMOT COAT FOR
$83.33
less or even a beneficial hat much, of the Nervousness, IndigesREGULAR $60 NATURAL PONY COAT FOR
$40.00
SUCH PERSON WILL BE ASKED
HELP
WITH
GOD'S
tion, Heart Disturbance, Short Breath, Headache, Biliousness,
REGULAR $45 BLACK RUSSIAN PONY COAT FOR...
TO ACT AS SPONSOR FOR
$30.00
Sleeplessness, etc. were directly due to coffee drinking.
REGULAR $40 BLACK RUSSIAN PONY COAT FOR..
A SUBMARINE
$26.67

it.IE TIME TO BUY HOLIDAY FURS
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PERILS

into-India-

Beginning Tuesday Morning October 27 th
an unprecedented sale of

;

Thlr-teent-
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On the Entire Stock
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Fed, Grey and Pointed Fox Sets

.

J'f

Extra Special Mention

The Great
Emancipator

.

V
'II

sw

'i

said "You can't fool all of
the people all of the time"

$12,-00-

Fur

All Children's

Coats Exceptional

Furs

at
discount

i

33

During this Sale

EVANGELIST
CRIMM PREACHES
SERMON
TO
FORCEFUL
GATHERING OF MEN

Lower Priced Furs
LYNX SET; Scarf two skin shape with
head and two tails; muff with head, paws and tail, with
pocket
$12.50 RL'SSO LYNX SET; Long scarf, muff trimmed
with
head and big brush, tail. ...
$12.50 BLACK CONEY SET; Long Bhape scarf; muff trimmed

with head and large tail
$11.00 BLACK CONEY SET; Long scarf; muff trimmed with

two heads

?io,oo
8.33
$8.33
$7.33

$13.50 MARMOT SET; Long scarf trimmed with one head;
muff trimmed with sils tassel and ornaments
$15.00 JAP MINK SET; Scaif trimmed with four silk tassels

10.

ornaments, plain muff.'

White Fur Sets
$13.00 WHITE MOUFLON SET
$35.00 ICELAND FOX SET
$35.00 ICELAND FOX SET

I!
'i

!

I

3

(Different Style)

$12.67
$23.33

....$23.33

i oh

$2.50 ICELAND FOX SET
$'?.50 WHITE CONEY SET
$11.00
$ 8.50

IA

f
$9.00 K

G0.G7

$8.50 BLACK CONEY SET; Long scarf; large muff

WHITE CONEY SET
WHITE CONEY SET

Sunday was a big day for the
revival at the Bap- list church. The evangelist held two
rousing services at the church and
one to men only at the Y. M. C. A,
The revival is starting for the third
week and will continue throughout
this week. At the 11 o'clock hour
Sunday Crimm spoke on "What Must
I Do to Be Saved?" He spoke an old
time Bible message on the plan of
salvation. He began by saying: "I
David Bushnell, the fatherof subbelieve In the old time gospel as it marine warfare, whose name Is
was preached 2,000 years ago, but I scarcely known to the builders
of the
m,ust confess some people in this fast submarine fleets now
operating in the
twentieth century have grown away European war, was born in.
Saybrook,
from the faith of our fatners."
Conn., and in his freshman, year at
Quite a number of men were pres Yale projecte4 a submarine boat, the
ent at the men's meeting at the Y. first capable of locomotion of which
M. C. A, and Mr. Crimm spoke on, the there
is any authentic records. His
"Knockout Punch." In part, he said: brain firs.t conceived the idea of ak
"The squarest and most reasonable tacking the
submerged hull of a ship,
thing1 In this world Is religion. Men,
nrst submarine
jjusnueus
I tell you religion Isn't alone good for
a tortoise; it was less than eight
women and children; It Isn't a sissy's feet
long and six feet in height. It
job to be a real Christian;
it's a had a brass head, fitted with eight
man's job. It takes a man to stand glasses, through which the
operator
up against, criticism and give the directed the ship. The powder maga
devil the knockout punch. Why was zine was
hung at the stern, and was
it; that the Boston Braves won the so
designed that it could be fastened
w(jiid"ei Championship? , It was be- to the keel of a vessel and
a clock
cause they could hit In a plnchi. They work attachment set
go that
going
The Ath-- j the explosion would be rtnlnvt.,1
jha'd the knockout punch.
mi
Crimm-Cumbi- e

$15.00 BLACK RUSSO

"

(I

...$18.33

.....$3.33
$7.33
$5.67

We have devoted 50 feet of our window space
to these iurs. Be sure and see the display.

Washington, Oct 2C Officers of
the navy department are' searching
for a descendant, preferably a young,
unmarried woman, of David Bushnell,
She is wanted to act as sponsor for
one of the new submarine tenders
under construction for the United
honor of the father of tne submarine
will be named "The Bushnell," In
honor of the father of the sabmarine,
whose" experiments, conducted 140
years ago, gave to the world the
proof of the possibilities of under-se- a
fighting.

The proof came to these people when they tried the easy
test of quitting coffee for a while and used

If you are a coffee drinker and feel aches and ills you can't
account for, try the simple experiment for ten days. Then you'll
know the way to comfort

"There's a Reason"
Coffee contains "caffeine" and "tannin," two dangerous drugs
that vitally affect nerves, stomach, heart, liver and kidneys. Efforts to eliminate these drugs from the coffee berry, except in
'
part, have proven futile.
Postum made from prime wheat and a small per cent of
wholesome molasses, roasted like coffee, and bo processed as to
create a mild Java-lik-e
flavour, la absolutely pure and free from
the coffee drugs, "caffeine" and "tannin" or any other harmful.
Ingredient.

"There's a Reason for Postum"
sold by Grocers

everywhere.
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MORRIS HAS

of a well, the meat having been sold
to a party in Tucurocarl.
The state was represented by Dis-

trict Attorney George Remley and the
defense by Attorneys Cummings and
I
Keiitor and was tried before the folR. J. Smith, C. C.
lowing jurors:
Brown, P. F. Shahan. William Keys,
H. A. Brag?, Fred Coots, Felipe Mon-tcyR. B. Read, T. Roth and R.
After being out a short
Walkup.
THINKS HE WILL DEFEAT JIM time they rendered the following ver--.
diet:
FLYNN IN THEIR DECISJ
"We, the jury in the above entitled
IVE BATTLE
cause, find the defendant guilty in
Kansas City, Oct. 2G. Carl Morris, manner and form charged in the inSapulpa "Giant Killer," who faces Jim dictment. R. B. Read, Foreman."
J. W. Sawyer was found guilty of
Flynn before the G. A. A,' C, Thursof
with a deadly weapon upon
a
assault
crucial
bout
in
the
day night
series boxed by this pair, arrived yes- the person of Amos Pearce. The par
terday morning irom Joplin, Mo ties live near Nara Visa and got into
where the big Oklahoma giant has a general shooting scrape several
been training with Jeff Clark and a months ago, one man, G. W. Baker,
corps of huskies the last ten days. who now lives in Tucumcari, receiv(Morris will put on the finiBhmg ing a gunshot in the calf of the leg.
touches at Louie Cutler's Business At the preliminary which was held
Men's Athletic club. Morris will work before a local justice of the peace
With Bob Devere, Jimmy Hurst's Baker and Pearce were put under
liope, and several other big men. Mor- bond. Falling to give the necessary
ris will start the matinee this after- bonds they were lodged in the county
noon at 3 o'clock. The Business jail. The grand jury later ordered
Men's A. C. is eager that the public-atten- their release and Indicted Si.wye'r.
The embezzlement case against W.
the workouts and get a line on
the largest' boxer In the game, with F. Buchanan in connection with the
the exception of Jess Willard, the defunct International bank was finished yesterday and is now in the
other Oklahoma heavyweight.
In a long distance conversation with hands of the jury. The Jury remained
Billy McCarney Morris told his mana- up all night in trying to come to a
ger last night to get right on the job decision. It will probably result In
and land another big game for him. a very badly hung jury.
Morris says he Is going to put the
Would You Believe It?
quietus on Jim Plynn when they meet
at Association park Thursday night. People often accept statements with
"Flynn," said Morris, "hap been tell- a sort of mental reservation as much
ing it all over the country that I am as to say, "I am not convinced," which
that there is noafraid of him because I failed to keep leads us to remark
will so thoroughly satisfy
that
thing
Dillon
a date with him which Jack
you of the excellence of Chamberfilled. I did not take mat date ror lain's Cough Remedy as a personal
the simple reason I was not in the trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
used this remedy in her family
right kind of shape for Flynn. I bav who
ten years, says of It, "I
never bunked the public yet, and will for the pastChamberlain'B
Cough Remgive
meet no man, no matter how large always
edy to my children when sick with
or small his reputation, unless I am coughs or colds. I like it better than
In shape to give the bugs who pay any other because they take It willand it is free from narcotics. It
their money for action a real, red ingly never
failed to give immediate
has
Hooded contest.
relief." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
"Flynn has gone along since our
WHERE THE COMET IS SEEN
Joplin meeting and made several good
fights and there are many who likely Geneva, N. Y., Oct. 26. According
figure he is the better man. Thursr to Dr. William R. Brooks, director of
day, night will tell the tale, and I am Smith observatory and professor of
very confident that I am going to astronomy at Hobart college, the De- flatten this fellow when we hitch up levan comet can be seen tonight with
for the third trip. It Is the 'acid test' the naked eye above the bright star
for the pair of us and I am going to Aicturus. The comet has been inTvaste no time getting in action from creasing in brightness, on its way be
the first gong."
low the big dipper toward Arcturus.
Jim Flynn worked hard at his Excelsior Springs training camp yesterA WOMAN DOCTOR
day, and reports that he will
is a necessary factor
this time beyond the shadow says, "Eugenics
of
in
the race. The aver
the
future
f a doubt. The big fellow is going
is unfit for motherAmerican
age
girl
Oklato lay his end down when the
This
be
hood."
true, but if weak
may
homa delegation gets here that he
from girlhood
and
passing
ailing
girls
will do tilings to Morris via' the knockto womanhood, would only rely, as
this
down
will
out. Many likely
go
E. Pink- afternoon and watch Flynn work out. thousands do, upon Lydia
ham's Vegetable Compound that sim
Plynn always gives them a great show
ple remedy made from roots and
when they visit him;.
to restore the system to a
herbs,
There is a healthy advance sale at
condition, it would
the Hurst and Brewer cigar stores, normal healthy
from which they suf
ills
cause
many
with plenty of out of town requests
fer to disappear, so that motherhood
.iroming in for reservations w me
might become the joy of their lives.
bouts.

IF

CONFIDENCE
ABILITY

STOW

IS BAD

"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" IS QUICKEST
SUREST INDIGESTION CURE
KiMOWN

a,

''No
iniquity."
"I bog your pardon, Mr. Tracey?"
asks I.
"Your haunts of infamy, your gilded
palaces of vice, your faro hella, where
you suck the souls of the innocent and
cast them down to perdition," says
Mr. Tracey.
"I guess you mean Bill Hicks' saloon," says I. ."First to the right and
keep straight on till you come to it,
hl8.

CURE

FIVE MINUTE

OCTOBER

You don't want a slow
re.uedy
when your stomach is bad or an uncertain one or a harmful one your
stomach is too valuable; you musn't
ii'.H.re it with drastic drugs.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for Its
spt ed in giving relief; its harmiess-nes- s
; its certain unfailing
action in
regulating sick, sour, igasBy stomach.
Its millions - of cures In indigestion,

dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach trouble has made it famous the
world over.

Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy got a
case from any drug
large
store and then if anyone should eat
something which doesn't agree with
them, if what they eat lays like
li'ad, ferments and sours and forms
gas; causes h'fldache, dizziness and
nausea; eructations of acM and undl
as
gehted food remember as so;n
Pppe's Diapepsin comes in contact
with the stomach all such distress
vanishes. Its promptness, certainty
and ease in overcoming the worst
stomach disorders is a revelation to
those who try it. Adv.

Adv.

METHODISTS CELEBRATE
Louis, Oct. 26. An efficiency
cannot
as
conference was opened today at the
they
by local applications,
Deafness

Cannot

Be

Cured

St.

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tuba When
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lar free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
patioa.

JESS SHITII

IF

h

noon.

Stop Those Early Bronchial Cougha
They hang on all winter If not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persona No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

THS"

To C'jre Catarrh
:rify

ths Bbsd

Reason it Out, Where Does it
Start the Mucus From?

Sky-pilo-

CITROLAX

Here's a quotation from Ifarscelstis'
and the one that guesses how it ends
wins a cubeb. Next?"
But the Rev. Mr. Tracey was already on his way homeward. I think
he understood what had happened
about a couple of hours later, because
Raw Gulch has a first-rat- e
now and he's going to be married to
Mrs. Fay next spring.
(Copyright 191. by W. O. ChpmaaJ

CITROLAX

CITROLAX

Best thing or constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and satisfactory flushing no pain, no nausea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for Citrolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Bky-pil-

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION
A serious accident occurred at the
Gonzales home four miles south of
BARTENDER KILLS MAN
town, a week ago Thursday evening,
Santa Fe, Oct, 26. Word ccmes
says the Lake Arthur Times. An ex from Deming that W. T.
keets"

plosion was caused by the igniting
a quart of gasoline, which was
placed near a burning lamp by mis
take, the gasoline being taken for coal
oil. Mrs. Gonzales was so severely
burned that she Is not expected to
live. And a nine months old infant
was so badly burned that Us recovery
Mr. Gonzales was not
is doubtful.
burned at the time of the explosion,
but he burned his hands painfully in
renoving the clothes of his wife and
child.
A young man who lived with the
family died Friday morning. The explosion had nothing to do with his
death. Dr. Matthews was called, and
states everyone Is doing very well.
The explosion was of great force, demolishing everything in the room and
tearing a door off its hinges.
o

Henley, a Deming saloon keeper, shot
Joseph L. Gee, an employe of a circus advertising car, through the neck,
death ensuing in a few seconds. Tha
coroner's jury found that Gee met
death at the hands of Henley, who
was held in $3,000 bond. The fight
occurred
Palace saloon and it
seems that Gee threatened
Henley
with empty beer bottles.
in-th-

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are. many times when ona
man questions another's actions and.
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The ques
tion Is, what would you do right now;
sufferers' that chronic cough, chest pains,
if you had a severe cold? Could you
fetid breath and other sympgagging,
do better than to take Chamberlaln'9
toms are only the local evidence of deep
Get a bottle of 9. 8. 8.
seated trouble.
Cough Remedy? It Is blghly recom
reYou
will
It.
get good
today and try
mended by people who have used it
sults, real benefit and soon be aware of
a gradual cleaning up and a check to the
for years and know its value. Mrs.
Avoid
progress and dangers of catarrh.
FRENCH SHIP ASHORE
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
substitutes. 8. 8. 8. Is prepared only by
The Swift Specific Co., 61 Swift Bldg.,
London, Oct. 26. The French ship berlain's Cough Remedy, is worth ita
Atlanta, Ga. They conduct a medical de- Marce Henriette, with wounded
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
partment for free advice that is worth
on board, Is ashore near Cape recommending it." For sale by ail
while consulting.
Balfleur, 16 miles east of Cherbourg, dealers. Adv
according to a telegram received here
"How can I get in?" inquires the from
Lloyds signal station at Cowes,
reverend.
Isle of Wight. S. O. S. signals from
"Password for the week'B 'cham0
her have been received at Niton, Isle
pagne,' " answered Miss Flora.
A
French ship is standing
"It's a wicked word," sighs the rev- of Wight.
erend. "However, I've got to be as by.
wise as a serpent as well as harmless
as a dove. Suppose I wbb to go In Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
and break them up?"
Z
When your rood does not digest
"The best thing in Raw Gulch's hiswell
and
feel
tired
and
you
"blue,"
tory," answers Miss Flora.
"You are really a very discriminatdiscouraged, you should use a little
ing young woman, and I'm sorry I've HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
been harsh with you," answers the bowels, purifies the system and rereverend. On the following Sunday stores a fine feeling of health and enafternoon he goes up to the door of
Price BOc. Sold by Central
No. 14. Mrs. Fay Anderson herself ergy.
Co. Adv.
Drug
It.
opens
"Mr. Tracey!" she gasps In horrified tones.
"Champagne," answers Mr. Tracey,
not knowing her. "I'm Invited by a
friend." With which he pushes his
way past her, into a room filled with
The ladies (in
cigarette smoke.
blonde wigs) was smoking as hard as
they could go, and Mr. Tracey 'had
never smelled such horrid tobacco
before. There was open champagne
bottles on the table, and glasses half
full of it, and cards face downward
and a sort of stock ticker machine,
which was busy ticking out things.
Mr. Tracey stood still in the middle
of the room and surveyed the crowd.
The men and women looked kind of
embarrassed.
"Miserable creatures !" he began.
"So this is how you spend the Sabbath day! Within a block of the
church, where I have seen many of
you in attendance, pretending t say
your devotions! I am going to clean
up this haunt of infamy. I am"
"Why, what's the matter, Mr. Tracey?" demands Mrs. Fay Anderson,
apparently surprised.
Women,
"The matter? Smoking!
calling themselves ladles, smoking vile
tobacco "
"O, parden me, Mr. Tracey; these
are cubebs," answers Mrs. Fay. "For
asthma, you know. Try one! The
dry air is very debilitating for the
passages of the throat.
She pushed the box toward him,
and, sure enough, they were cubebs.
That staggered the reverend, but only
for a moment.
"Champagne!" he roared.
tVaal
W
m W W 4W mmmmarvr
"Water, Mr. Tracey," answered Mrs.
W
Fay sweetly, "It comes In champagne
bottles, you know, because th.ey are
thicker than others, and the light
sm
j
f t F".w :
4e
..airWi it
doesn't Bpoll it."
She poured out a tumbler full, and,
m m evk
sura enough, it was water, and good
m
It
mm m
mm m
water at that.
"Cards!" roars Mr. Tracey, and
turns the pack over. And on the faces
0
of them was marked Abraham,
'S
W
Noah, Paul, Barnabas,
etc.
"The Bible made a pastime," says
Mrs. Fay. "We're thinking of introducing this system into our school,
Mr. Tracey. Try once more."
"
mutters the rev"The
New York Salesrooms
M;rIJ,a
erend feebly.
"That?" inquires Mrs. Fay, looking
Co a acc 'a:'.;'
32 Warren Street
toward the instrument. "Why, that's
Look!
how wa study Browning.
a

THE HER PASTOR

cowa,

By H, M. EGBERT.

,

Weil, when we heard that
was coming to Raw Gulch we allowed
It would be a good thing for the town
Raw Gulch had been a tough plac
in Its time, like most of the mining
camps, but that was many years be
fore, and the gold had all been taken
from the river beds and the mining
was done respectable like, with
stamps and cyanide. There had been
a good, deal of gambling, but the new
state law had put that out of business,
and the only signs of evil was Miss
Flora Deering setting up the drinks in
Flora was all
Bill Hicks' saloon.
right, and if her hair was golden it
was that way naturally.
So, as I said, we thought the arrival
of Rev. Mr. Tracey would be a good
thing for the town. We'd heard he
was a Harvard man, and we looked
forward to an intellectual polishing
in Raw Gulch. Mrs. Fay AnderBon,
the secretary of the local Browning
society, said she was glad he had been
at Harvard, because he would certainly be an educated man, and education
was booming in Raw Gulch just then.
When Rev. Mr. Tracey got down
off the stage coach we were very
much interested in him. He wore a
sweater and high boots, and he was
six foot three and broad in the beam
accordingly. The group that had collected round the coach prepared to
greet him cordially.
"My name's Tracey, and I'm to be
the new pastor here," he says, looking
straight in front of him. As Jim Benson's face happened to be in front of
him,' it was Jim Benson caught his
eye. Jim looked at him for about ten
seconds, and then he looked at his
hat, and then at his boots, but when
he came back to the parson's face the
parson was still looking at him.
"Well, sir?" says Mr. Tracey
sharply.
"Yes, yes, quite well I mean, thank
you, Mr. Tracey," stammers Mr. Bensky-pil-

Ml I

"My Name's Tracey, and I'm
New Pastor Here."

to

Be the

Tom, "you'll keep a civil tongue in
your head. Raw Gulch ain't Harvard,
and we expects you to behave according."
"So you're the bad man, are you?"
Inquired the" reverend with Interest
"Here's where you get off." With
which he lands Tom one that knocks
him senseless to the floor. Miss Flora
screams, but there ain't nobdy going
to Interfere with a man with a punch
to him like that. The Reverend Tracey
walks out of the
"I'm going to my quarters at the
McDougall hotel," he says, turning
at the door. "There'll be a service in
bar-roo-

the chapel at eleven sharp next Sunday, and if you don't all come I'll
know the reason why."
Inside of two weeks the Reverend
Mr. Tracey had Raw Gulch terrorized. He had knocked down five men
and made Miss Flora cry four times.
900 per
He had sent up church-goincent. The only thing he hadn't done
was to get acquainted with Mrs. Fay
Anderson's Browning society.
The ladies of the society had held a
discussion of ways and means. The
Reverend Mr. Tracey seemed amicably
Ho didn't
disposed toward them.
Simscoff at the Browning society.
ply said he was so busy cleaning up
Raw Gulch that he hadn't time to attend. Mrs. Fay, who had had experience on the stage in her day, hit on a
g

plan.

"Leave him to me," Bhe said.
Now, for all his bullying nature, the
Reverend Mr. Tracey was a singularly
tic.
"I've heard of the tough ways you innocent young man. When, therefore,
folks out West have," he says, "and if rumors began to circulate about a
club that held orthere's going to be any fighting I'm certain
and
smoking and gam
now."
gies,
drinking
for
you
ready
Which certainly feazed us. Be bling, at No. 14 Main street, he was
cause, you see, we had come to the all alert instantly. It was Mrs. Fay
coach prepared to give the new pas Anderson who engineered the move
ment Miss Flora was an accomplice.
tor a cordial welcome, and we didn't
"Mr. Tracey," says Miss Flora, in
have a thought of fighting In our the interval between the fourth and
heads.
fifth times he made her cry, "if you
"I anticiDate ft good deal of opposi knew the goings on at No. 14 you'd let
the
continued
tion in Raw Gulch,"
a poor girl like myself alone."
paBtor, "and I want to find the bad
"What is it?" demands the reverend.
man and have him Are bullets be- sniffing.
tween my feet. I'm ready for him.
"Only gambling and drinking, and
Will the bad man kindly step
smoking ladies, too," answers Miss
Flora.
"They meets every Sunday
"There ain't no bad man here, Mr, afternoon."
Tracey," says I respectfully.
"What, after church!" yells Mr.
"Hal Verv Eood!" he says, trans Tracey.
fixing me wit that basilisk eve of
"Hush! Not bo loud! Yes."
son.

The parson smiled kind of sarcas-
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JURY AT TUCUMCARI FINDS
SENSATIONAL
TRIAL

VER-

IT
II
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The most important case coming
(before the district court this week
was that of the state versus Jess
Smith, charged with cattle stealing,
says the Tucumcari Sun. The cattle
in question, two in number, were
ptolen from Ira Stomple who lives 11
i.car Ban Jon some time about the f 1
Vcglnnlng of this year.. The hides r f
the cattle were found at the bottom
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.GUILTY.

STEALING

DICT. AFTER

Episcopal
Methodist
Centenary
church In honor of the seventy-fiftanniversary of the parish, which
was celebrated
yesterday. Bishop
Hendrix remained in town for the
conference. Murray Carleton, Rev.
L. E. Todd and President Paul Linn
of Central college were the speakers
at the afternoon session. As a fur
ther feature of the anniversary the
delegates will attend the dedication
of Barnes hospital tomorrow after-

1914.

sir."
Mr. Tracey grunted and led the way
up the street, the whole crowd following him till we come to the saloon.
Inside Miss Flora was juct
handing out two beers, when in
strides Mr. Tracey.
He transfixed
Miss Flora, who, not being used to
that sort of treatment, bridled.
Innumerable catarrh miflVrors have
"Are you the snare of Satan in cured themselves by purifying their blood
8. 8. S. Catarrh often invades the
with
this unhappy town?" demands Mr.
entire system before It chokes the nasal
Tracey.
It becomes so chronic and expassages.
"I am the
for sure," re- tensive that the stomach, liver, kidneys,
bronchial
tubes
Miss
and most of the glands
Flora.
"What's
plies
yours?"
Tom Waters, who had been going are Involved without such serious condiCatarrh may be
being realized.
with Miss Flora for some1 time, tions
the result of some serious blood trouble
thought it was time to interfere. Tom of former years, and this Is only one of
wasn't quite six feet, and not over the many peculiar effects of Impure blood.
Now a. a. S., in Its Influence upon the
strong Jn build, but he wasn't going mucous surfaces,
causes those catarrhal
to hear his girl called a snare.
secretions
to be changed or converted
"See here. Mister
"says into a substance easily, quickly, and natIt ' so
urally expelled from the body.
changea this mucus that It Is not the
ropy, clogging stuff that plugs the nose,
chokes the throat, causes severe bowel
trouble, upsets the stomach and contaminates the food just entering the blood.
It Is often difficult to convince catarrh

--

stop-Morri-
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cent
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Grant, I beseech 'Thee, that I may
earn my meal ticket on the square
and in doing thereof that I may not
stick the gaff where it does not be-
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Deafen me to the jingle of tainted
money and the ruffle of unholy skirts
Blind me to the faults of the other
CO.
fellow, but reveal to me my own.
Guide me so that each night when
I look across the dinner table at my
Editor.
wife, who has been a blessing to me,
I will have nothing to conceal.
Keep me young enough to laugh
with my children and to lose myself
in

their

play.

.
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Month
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THIS TIME THE SCENE OF OPER
ATIONS UPON THE TEXAS
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THEY WANT TO KNOW

They rolled around a bit and regain
ed their footing just in time to jump
the car in fronlj of the xiabooBe. As
the Wain neared Wagon Mound the
conductor found them in a refrigerator car. The car was to be cut out
so the crafty shak
o.t that place,
locked them into the car, and wired
ahead for a railroad police officer to
come and get them.
And he went on his way. Yesterday morning when the officer arrived
to make the arrest, the tramps had
cut their way out of the car and disappeared. There was no description
of them given by the conductor and
they probably are scouting around the
neighborhood waiting for another
train.

pro-tabl-

Mi-jui-
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$125,000.00

Robert J. Taupert
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OEPOTENT

is the most complete in the state anJ
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank'
Capital and Surplus

Jeweler and Optician
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and extra games will be worked in Spain, in place of Governor General
in the C arl Bailey Hurst,' transferred to Ant
between the top notchers
M
league as preliminaries to the regu- werp. Rescinding of the transfer was
said, to be based on the fact that the
lar Y. games, whenever advisable.
At the present time rive teams are Germans had taken Antwerp since ob
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
in the field, being designated as the jections were made by Belgium
Chicago, Oct. 20. Free selling, "led
Athletics, captained by Merle Wil- against Mr. Diedrlch because of his
by one of the largest concerns, more
liams; the Cubs, captained by David German ancestry.
than counteracted in the wheat marby
the
captained
Giants,
Dougherty;
ket today the influence
A BIG SALARY
of bullish
Herbert Moore; the White Sox, capcables.
2C
After opening M' to
Oct.
New
the
and
cent
York,
Palo
Benjamin
tained by
Rosenthal;
Braves, captained by Kennith White. Strong, Jr., governor of the federal higher, the market receded below SatOther teams will he, organized as the reserve bank in this city, which be- urday night's level. The close was
to
cent decline.
class attendance Increases. The boys gins business November 6, will re- steady at
Ciear cold weather that favored the
are to be divided thig week into ceive an' annual salary of $30,000, it
junior and senior sections; the two was learned today. Pierre Jay, chair- curing and shipment pf corn, made
sections will meet together on Tues- man of the board and the bank's the market for that cereal weaker. The
receive
approximately or.etiing, which varied from
days' and Thrusdays, but on Satur- agent, will
smallcent off, to
the
and
cent up, was followed
$10,000.
will
be
separated
days
er: boys will be given an opportunity
by a decided general sag. The cIobo
was unsettled at
to play basketball by themselves and
to 1 cent
cents under Saturday night.
also will be given a special period In
Oats traders took their cut from the
the plunge when the physical director
action of wheat and corn.
will give swimming lessons itacthose
unable toswim and'teach the little
Higher prices for hogs, carried profellows diving and other aquatic
visions up grade. The closing quotai
stunts.
tions were:
The night class for employed boys
Wheat, Dec. 1.15; May 1.20.
(Continued from Page One)
Is nrovinsr popular and Is filling a
Corn, Dec. 68; May 71.
ded, explained the movement of the
long felt want In giving boys who are Russian fleet In the direction of the
Oats, Dec. 50; May 53.
unable to attend
during working Bosphorous as due to the fact that the
Pork, Jan. $18.97; May $19.27.
hours a chance to u3e the gymnas- Goeben and Breslau had left Turkish
Lard, $10.50; Jan. $9.92.
The night boys territorial waters.
ium and plunge.
225.
Ribs, $10J0; Jan. $9.80.
v
s"
promise to put one of the strongest
basketball teams in the kid league in
Peking, Oct. 7. The Chinese for
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the field and will arrange to play eign minister has demanded the sur
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Kansas City, Oct. 26. Hogs, retheir schedule games at special dates. render of a Japanese
torpedo hoat ceipts 8,000. Market lower. Bulk $7
The volleyball league for business
its crew, which entered Chinese
7.40; heavy $7.207.40; pigs $6.25
GROWING AT V. HI. C. A. men is to be started next week. The with
waters and substituted the Japanese
7.
new
hall
court has been newly lined,
flag for the flag for the Chinese drag-OCattle,
receipts 24,000. Market steaother provisions have
and attempted to tow away the dy. Prime fed steers $9.5010.75;
GYMNASIUM IS BEING USED WITH provided and
been made to encourage this popular wrecked German
REGULARITY BY THE
western steers $6. 50 8. 75; calves $6
torpedo boat
pastime among the business men
MEMBERS
10.25.
members. The gymnasium gallery
Sheep,
receipts 12,000. Market steawelare
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
Fall activities, in the physical de- is always open and spectators
dy. Lambs $77.50; yearlings $5.25
come at all times;.
Optic office.
6.25.
partment at the Y. M. C. A. are starting off with a ruslu, The director
DIEDRICH TO REMAIN
has organized a large boys' department class into basketball teams and
Washington, Oct, 20. It was disclosa careful record is being kept of ed today that the senate, in executive
HAVE YOU SEEN THESE MOST
scores of the various teams In the session here just before adjournment
will
continue
of congress Saturday, rescinded its
The
field.
through the winter months, two action confirming the transfer of Congames being played at the regular sul General Harry W. Diedrich from
RECENT STYLES IN MILLINERY?
class hour every Saturday morn.-nAntwerp, Belgium, to Barcelona,

available Inch of space vor church
work. There will be no towers and
little ornamentation, the new building being designed strictly for service. The present building will be converted into a pasonage and the new
church built on tho same property,
which belongs to the congregation
and which is free from debt. Although the church has been without
a pastor since the resignation of Rev.
Ilermon P.. Williams, and although
the vacancy has not yet been definitely filled, the church officers have gone
forward with their plans for the building and are now ready to begin active
construction.
The Christian church was organized here nine and a half years ago and
at the beginning of its career hejd
meetings in the Commercial club
building with a dozen or more members. From 1904 to 1907 the church
made rapid progress. In membersnlp
under the pastorate of Rev. E. E.
Crawford, during whose service the
present church was built and whose
plan it was to use the building for a
parsonage when a larger church
should be demanded. The growth of
the membership has been steady and
substantial and now totals more than

Albuquerque, Oct. 26. At the regular morning service in the Broadway
Christian church tomorrow morning
final plans for the fmmedlate erection
of a new church building will be presented by the officers of the church,
whose congregation has grown to an
extent which makes the present
building too small for the work. The
new building will cost approximately
$9,000, will be plain in its architec
ture and so designed as to give every

t
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Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

A NEW CHURCH

Judging from the following article
i.i the Wagon Mound Pantagraph,
;vernor McDonald will have to do
i, great deal of talking when he visits
suc
l.'je Mora county town if he is
that
clear
cessful in making it quite
hia administration in New Mexico or
that of the democratic president in
Washington has been of particular
value to the people of this state;
Governor McDonald will be here
soon to tell the people why the board
of equalization raised from 20 to 40
per cent on lands in this neigrborhood
after the owners had made their rey
turns at their real value; he will
tell you about the economy of
the democratic party; he will probably also tell you about, Swain and
Narciso Lucero patrolling, one the
"Wagon Mound lake, and the other the
counties of Mora, Union and San
on horseback and how much the
state gained by their doing so; he
vil, also probably tell you why he ve-t- t
ed our county bill and why it Is
On' October 17, The Optic publish
that we are not entitled to a county
seat in this town; if he should not tell ed an account ot the rumored robbery
you anything about this ask him of a cattle man near Trementina by
about it. Ask him how much the a bold gang of thieves who kept him
cost of meat, potatoes, 'bread and tied up in a dugout until they had
sugar have been reduced by demo driven off a large herd of steers,
crats; ask him to bring before the peo-- shipped them to Kansas City and sold
nle at the meeting, the Patrolmen them. It was stated at that time that
Swain and Lucero and let them ex the story could not be substantiated,
plain how it is that since they were and since1 then the officers have not
so long a time a horse back In this been informed of the robbery. Tre
neighborhood we or anybody else ever mentina is located in San Miguel
saw them even riding a burro; but of county about 40 miles east and ' 15
course the governor will say ".they miles south of Las Vegas.
cn take care of themselves," no quesHowever, there is another Tremen
tion about It they are taking real good tina, located on the Texas-NeMexico
border.
rare of themselves.
If the following story from
You bet they are. Oh, you wardens! Clovis is based upon fact, it was here
Oh you fish! Oh you deer! Oh you that the robbery occurred.
Mrds! Oh you ducks!"
25. A story,
Clovis, N. M., Oct.
o which is declared to be true but which
MY PRAYER '
outshines thej most lurid attempts of
the yellow back school of literature Is
(From an exchange)
O Lord, I acknowledge ihy exist related by no less an authority than
ence and the existence of a lot of. County Superintendent Mersfelder of
other things, less godly, wtucn i can a kidnaping and robbery over alongovercome only with Thy heip anu t.nejtn9 Texas border
The story goes that a few weeks
help of my own backbone. I fully
realize that on all hands are invisible ago that two brothers, who lived near
forces which seek my destruction and Ima, went to Ceorge Eckles' ranch
near Trementina and forced him to
that, if I am to come through
I must fight every inch of accompany them to Bull canon, about
my way.
li) miles from Tma.
There they
Give me strength to lightly bear my chained him and locked him In a ducr- V.virdcn of living, and to smile till my n,,i
TTn
tmrden become a joy, for verily this 13 day3
0nft of tno kIdnapcr9 went
is the secret of all earthly gladness. t0 the Eckels rancB an(j droTe 70
Teach me that 60 minutes make jlCa(J
catle to a nfiartiy. t(wn load.
one hour, 16 ounces one pound, ttndei1 0n the carg &nd ehi,p(ld thPm io
100 cents one dollar.
Kansas City. He waited for returns
Help me to live so that Lean lie; and drew tho money from a bank.
at night with a clear conscience tf.r t1le 1)TOthCT9 had mai1e the!r eg.
without a gun under my pillow, and ff;rpo. perhaps Into Old Mexico, one
nnhaunic by the faces of tl:e vl m of them sent a telegram to a friend.
h,
hro'.Jght fain.
that Ec! ela was in the dugout. .SECUNDINO
i

o

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

ground.

get-awa-

EXIMRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

1914.
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Late this afternoon some fur- ther information has come to
hand in Las Vegas that sheds a
little more light upon the strange
case of George Eckels, who was
kidnaped, according to his own
story, by a band of horse thieves
at his ranch near Trementina,
and held prisoner for 13 days
while a herd pf his horses was
shipped out and the thieves
to Mexico.
4 made their
(Note that latest report say
horses and not cattle were
stolen.)
The additional chapter tells
how one of the thieves is with
Villa in Chihuahua, Mexico. The
rebel general is said to be will- ing to give nim up to the United
States authorities In El Paso for
a consideration. The ransom Is
put at $1,000, and; it 19 said thai
the state cattle sanitary com- sion has offered to put up half
the amount if the state will
stand the other half. The story
came to Las Vegas first from
Charles H. Hittson, an attorney
of Tucumcari, who has reported
the affair to the governor, whose
4 action is awaited with much In- terest.
The whole affair is shrouded
in a heavy veil of mystery, and
the discovery of another Tremen- Una in the state near the Mexi-can border with another resident
named George Eckles, who un- derwent the same treatment at
the hands of the same band of
"cattle rustlers" as the George
Eckles of Trementina, San Mi-guel
county, does not in the
least lessen the mystery, even
if the two men are identical.
Only one fact js established by
the rumor that Villa Is willing to
sell a man for a thousand dol- lars, and that is, that he does
not hold a human life at the cur- rent value of Europe, where it
costs $2,700 to kill a soldier;.

0

mm

Notwithstanding that Halloween is
still a week 'away, a couple of tramps
played a prank on the conductor of a
westbound freight train Saturday
night that savors strongly of that festival.
way on the
They were beating
train, probably having boarded it at
Raton. The crew discovered them
soon after leaving that city, and put
them off. This was when they were
riding toward the front of the train.
They got off. Sure. But they got on
again, further down the train. The
conductor met them, and urged them
to be good, and reasonable. He told
them what probably would happen to
their necks if he had to throw them
off, and how much steam it would cost
the- railroad
company If the train
He used words that
were stopped.
sounded like the throbbing of a fever-eheart. He expressed himself in
many mournful sounds.
There was a moment of awful por-te- i
t. Silence and exhaustion held
the shak in a grip of expectancy.
There was a thud. Then another
thud. Two tramps who had refused
to listen to reason had hit the soft

trans-Kticsio-
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CAR
LOCKED IN REFRIGERATOR
AT WAGON MOUND, THEY
CUT THEIR WAY OUT

And then, when copes the smell
Catered at tits postofflce at Eaat
flowers and the tread of soft steps
of
IAS Vegas, New Mexico for
and
the crushing of the hearse's
througti the United Btatea
in the gravel out in front of
wheels
ipsila m second claw matter.
my place, make the ceremony short
and the epitaph simple
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
"HERE LIES A MAN."
Dally, by Carrier
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A MAN WHO DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT

If not, you have missed

a Truly Representative
Showing of the Best that

will be Worn this winter
For those who haven't onrefully Inspected our newest Fall assortments
of Millinery, there are delightful discoveries in store! These new styles
are so desirable; so completely differ-

ent that

to admire them is only nat-

ural.
Our assortments at this time are
broad enough to supply your every
needt
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$Q to 12.50 two

Values in Ladles' Silk Dresses, no
alike; each
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Comforts,, very light, warm and
tty patterns; each
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AH sanitary, LAUNDRY
'

For

The Home of "Velvet Edge" Collars
CALL MAIN 267

I

And our wagon will stop for your laundry.

I

M$k

And

County Commissioner

PERSONALS
C. C. Chapman o

Paso is here

K!

on business.
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Stilt

Antonio
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Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

J.

Prices from SOc upwards.
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THE CHRISTMAS StII
PATRONIZING THE ,. CANDY SALE
WILL SEND PRESENTS TO
'
EUROPE'S CHILDREN
!

'In order to enable Las Vegans

to

make contributions to the Christmas
ship for the children of the European
nations engaged in the great war, the
First Methodist Sunday school will
hold a candy sale Saturday in tho
store of John II. York. All persona
who will contribute candy to the sale
or who will assist ia any other way,
are asked to communicate with William G. Ogle, superintendent of the
Sunday school, or leave the donation
with Mr. York the letter part of this
week
The plan is to send as much money
as possible to the national committee
in charge of the preparations for the
Christmas ship. No donations o any

Tuxedo is the Mildest, Sweetest, Most
Pleasant Smoke in the World, Because
First No one but the makers of Tuxedo
is willing to spend the money necessary to
--

buy the mildest, choicest, most thoroughly
aged, selected Burley tobacco.
Second No one but the makers of Tuxing just the sort of tobacco I need. edo knows how to treat this
Burley tobacco
Tuxedo goes with me wherever I
so that every bit of pleasantness and goodgo.
ness remains in the tobacco and every bit of
unpleasantness and harshness is taken out.
V. STEFANSSON
famous explorer
"Tuxedo is mil J, cool and sooth

.
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CEO. RANDOLPH CHESTER
famous author

"Why shouldn't a man be willing to recommend a. tobacco which
gives as cool, sweet and satisfying
a smoe as Tuxedo ? "

Tuxedo was bprn in 1904. Its first imitator appeared two years later. Since then a
host of imitations have been bom, and are
clamoring for your patronage.
No imitation is ever as good as the original.
No amount of advertising, no amount of
bluster and bluff, can ever make an imitation, tobacco as good as Tuxedo.
If you are not a pipe smoker, you arc denying
yourself the greatest smoking pleasure, known
to man. une vveeic or
Tuxedo will give you

f
I

--

f

u
rrl

more enjoyment than

you have ever had and
at the end of the week
your nerves vill be better
and your general health
will nave improved. Try

V!3

Tuxedo this week

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE
J. H. MAFXHANO
famous Illustrator
my pipe v i'h Tuxedo

and
"Fill
I'm content. You can't beat
Tuxedo fur mildness and puri'y. '

Famout grren tin with gold let- - 1 "
taring, curved to fit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
f
- V
wish molii
paper .

lJ,

In Class Humidor

SOc end

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO

90c

COMPANY

'(?'r if

I D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
( ,

WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

OFFICE

Si

BANK

President
'

H. W. KELLY
D, T. HOSKINS

(I

.

i.

WM. G. HAYDON

Vice-Preside-nt

.

Treasurer

INTEREST PAID

'

r,

ON DEPOSITS

other nature will be sent. The movement is a nonsectarian one, the Methodist Sunday school having taken up
Roanoke College 7, Virginia
Georgia Tech. 8, V. M. I. 7.
the locall end of it when it, was seen
Poly.
Institute 7.
Tennessee 17, Alabama 7
that no other organization had,, done
Tulane 82, Centenary o.
Beloit College 27, Northwestern Colso. The Christmas present will go
Creighton U. 15, Wesleyan 6.
to the children of all the various counlege of Naperville, 111., 4.
St. Thomas 7, North Dakota 6.
tries involved in, the war, without reCreighton 38, Wooster 0.
spect to creed.' No favoritism will be j
Oberlin 20, Ohio Wesleyan 13.
shown the children of any particular
Case 38, Wooster 0.
nation. The United States governSpringfield, Miss., Training School
ment will bear the expense of the
54, Norwich 0.
freight, furnishing a ship to transport
Maryland Aggies .14, John Hopkins
;
the cargo Qf good things,' The various
if .
0.
nations ji involved in the war have
Union 10,
Worcester Institute of
10c Technology 0.
agreed not to interfere with the ship's 1 Qt Cranberries
progress from ope port to another. 5 lbs Jersey Sweet Potatoes
25c Middlebury College 31, St LawAll embargoes have been declared off 5 lbs Green Tomatoes
25c rence 7.
j
so far as this vessel is concerned.
Boston College 21, New Hampshire
5 lbs Quinces
25c
35c 3.
1 lbs Choice Lemons
Franklin Marshall 41, DicUinsoti 6.
1 Basket Concord Grapes
35c
For Fall and Winter should fcs
RUBY S. BAUM DIES
14, Villa Nova 3.
Lafayette
Red
4 lbs
25c
Cabbage
Lehigh 27, Muhlenburg 9.
ordered now,
4 lbs Black Walnuts
"....25c Maine 37, Bates 0. .
OF HEART,
1 lb Llnburger
25c
We have a complete line of forPittsburgh 21, Georgetown 0.
':
3 Bunches Colorado Celery
25c
Fordham 21, Rhode Island State 0.
if,
eign and domestic sultin.e,
Lebanon Valley 24, Gettysburg 9.
g
YOUNG MAN WAS BROTHER OF
Williams
14.
20,
Trinity
?.
Store
The
MRS. GILBERT ROSENWALD
all the latest weaves, and
Colgate 41, Vermont 0.
OF LAS VEGAS
Alleghaney 6, Rochester 0. '
at right prices.
Rutgers 16, Tufts 7.
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
Late yesterday afternoon Ruby S.
Amherst 16, Middletown Wesleyan
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
Kansas 27, Aggies 0.
Baum, brother of Mrs. Gilbert Itosen-wald- ,
0.
0.
Ames 6, Missouri
who had', arrived from San Anreceive special care.
Bucknell 43, Susquehanna 0.
Nebraska 24, Michigan Aggies 0.
tonio, Texas, Thursday to visit his
0.
Bowdofn
48,
Colby
Kansas Normals 32, St. Marys 0.
sister and brother-in-law- ,
died of
Cornell 10 Knox College 3.
Notre Dame 33, South Dakota 0.
heart failure, while talking .with Mr.
Mount Union 14, Mlamt 16.
iRosenwald, at the Rosenwald resiWashington and Jefferson 13, Yale
Ohio Northern 0, Marshall 7.
dence on the West side.
i
Daniel Baker 19, Trinity 7.
1
111 A O f J9f
.Mr. Baum, who hadjiiany friends
Pennsylvania 7, Carlisle 0.
0.
Austin
6,
Bayler
In La's Vegas, had been in San AnArmy 14, Holy Cross 0.
Richmond College 7, William and
Princeton 16, Dartmouth 12.
tonio for a year or more in business,
1
5.
Mary
andthough his health wlls not good It Wisconsin 7, Ohio State 6.
Cornell 28, Brown 7.
was not thought that his condition
was serious. He was 29 years old
Virginia 28, Georgia 0.
No arrangements have been made for
Carnegie Tech. 53, Grove City 0.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
N". M.
lvist Las
the funeral, pending the arrival of
Syracuse 20, Michigan 6.
H. W. Kelly, President
Albuquerque, N. M,
13.
Harvard 13, Penn State
the young man's father from Kansas
t.
Jacob Gross,
Pecos, N. M.
Clarence Wen, Secy. & Treas.
Navy 48, Western Reserve 0.
City
tonight or tomorrow. It is
Trinidad, Colo.
Donald
Steward,
Rowe. N. M.
Chicago 21, Purdue 0.
thought that the body will be taken
C. O. Robbins,
Santa Fe, N. M.
to the home state of the family for
Minnesota 7, Iowa 0.
Illinois 33, Northwestern 0.
interment.
Washburn 21, Emporia 2.
Christian Brothers 23, Transylvania

Do you Want
Save Money?

YOURl!
SUIT

Here is your
Chance.
....

FA11E

com-prisin-

510

25c

1

IIIIMil. I. Lino
TAILOR

Ve-,i-

Vice-Pres-

ELY

GROSS KELLY & C

PREDICTS THAT

HERNANDEZ

WILL WIN

St. Louis

104, Blackburn 0.

Oklahoma 7.
Wyoming Aggies 4S, Wyoming 10.
Depauw 20, Rose 0.
Futler. 17, Hanover 16,
Wabash 24, Franklin 7.
Swarthmore 7, Urslnus 0.
RIpon 13 Marquette 0.
14, Dakota Wesley an
Morningside
Texas

Ralph C. Ely, chairman of the republican state central committee, passed through Las Vegas today as a pas
senger on train No, 10, en route to
Raton, where he will address a mass
meeting this evening. Mr. Ely was
met at the depot by seevral of the
party leaders in this county, who took
dinner with him at the Castaneda ho-!el, discussing the campaign here and
throughout the state.
Mr. Ely., wliea asked about the
itfospects of the coming election, and
if they meant a victory for republican
candidates, said that there was not
the shadow of a doubt that the ticket
will be elected. He complimented the
workers in San Miguel county upon
ihf. work done, and said that from all
indications, he feels sure that Hernandez, the candidate for congress, will
coiry the county by at least 1,000
Of the ticket nominated for
votes.
the legislature by this county, he expressed himself in the terms of high
est commendation,
"It would have lieen Impossible," he
Bjild, "for Kan Miguel county to have
put- three better men 'on the ticket,
more repmen who' would have boa-able to assist to
resentatives, or
branch of the
conduct the
sale's affairs, thftn the cenUemen you
have chosen. Their election la a fore-".m- e
conclusion."
AS

Wholes evle Grocers

32,

WOOL. HIDES

s

a PELTS,

LUMBER.
NAVAJO BLANKETS

BAIN WAGONS

EAGLE HAY PRESSES

a

17.

Lambord 28, Milliken 0.
Kentucky State 81, Earlham 3. .
Colorado Mines 13, Utah 6.
Sewanee 27, Florida 0.
South Carolina 13, Newberry College

--

ff

You Will Find

13

Akron 13, Kenyon 0.
North Carolina 10, Vanderbllt 9.
Auburn 19,. Mississippi A. and M. 0.
Chattanooga University 14, Howard
0.

;
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BIO CITY

MUSIC
AT

j;

LITTLE CITY

t

the best In all

prices!
KIXLOGG-IUINE-

S
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Read The Cpttc Want

INCORPORATED

University 0.

HE SAYS THE LEGISLATIVE
FROM THIS COUN-TARE GOOD MEN

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cisaretis

'

C30,G09.G0

Holla School of Mines 40, Arkansas
.

.

-

CAPITAL STOCK

GSEENBERGER

All!

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

!j

LAS VEGAN

,

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

We have them in any Shape, Color, Material
and Style you may fancy.

SIGHT

There is a Great Difference
in Tobaccos

t-

l

FOR MEN AND BOYS
for Pall and Winter Wear is
now on display.

yesterday's business arrivals.
FUNERAL IS HELD THIS AFTERE- - W. Bailey of Boston la making
NOON, INTERMENT IN ODD
brief business, visit in im& Vegas.
FELLOWS CEMETERY
is
among
Baltimore
of
C. C. Wilson
Las
the more recent hotel arrivals in
Miss Sylvia Savage, daughter off
Vegas.
Mrs.
S. V. Savage, died ata the Las
M. and Mrs. P. L. Robbins,. tour
Vegas
hospital Saturday night after
ists of New York city, are registered an illness covering seven weeks. Miss
hoteis.
at one of the city's
Savage, who was 25 years of age, had
Byron T. Mills left yesterday for been a resident of Las Vegas for ten
a
tor
Detroit, where he will remain
Besides her mother she is
yeairs.
month or more ori business.
survived
by, two sisters and a brother,
Miss Marlon Kenderdine of Topeka Mrs. E. P. Mackel
of this city, Miss
to
ai rived in Las Vegas yesterday
Goldina Savage of Pueblo, and James
Visit her sister, Mrs. Byron T. Mills.
A. Savage of Collinsvllle, 111.
Mrs. M. F. Schmidt, who has been
Funeral services wero held from
on a visit to her daughter in Missis- the family residence on Main avenue
sippi, returned to Las Vegas last this afternoon at 3 o'clock, Rev. J.
night
Milton Harris Officiating.
The pall
E. E. Breese, who blew back to Il- bearers were Walter
Emile
Marcotte,
linois recently on a vacation from the Clement,' Jake Flint, Frank Condon,
local Santa Fe offices, returned to his Leo Regensburg and Francis Young.
desk this morning.
Interment was in the Odd Fellows'
IS. G. Newby, a clerk in the office
cemetery under the direction of J. C.
of Superintendent F. L. Myers, of the Johnsen & Son.
Santa Fe railway, who has been on
a vacation in Indiana, returned to
GLOVE STRIKE ENDS
Las Vegas yesterday.
Gloversville, N. Y., Oct 2G. Nearly
Superintendent Francis L. Myers of all thei glove factories, which closed
the Santa Fe railway, and family, who last week because of the strike of
have been over the road as far south 1,600 cutters, reopened today. All
as Albuquerque, spending several days are being guarded by the police and
on the trip, returned to Las Vegas about 100 deputies, many of whom are
lasf night.
from outside cities1.,

J--k

l

A.

SYLVIA SAVAGE

OIES SATURDAY

'

Our Complete Line of

Gallegos left today on train No. 1 for
Itcwe to attend a mass meeting there
this evening.

of Fort .Morgan is in the
brief
a
tstay.
city for
R. B. Kane of Topeka is among
C. M.

WINTER

& EVJXIIS, Proprietors
1201 national five.

$50,000.00

j

FALL

GET OUR PRICES ON WET WASHING

Baer

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

4
i

Vt'cJricsiay Oct. 23

ir

nx
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ELECTION

PROCLAMATION

The board of county commission-er-a
of the county of San Miguel, la
pursuance of the requirements of
One, Chapter 105 of the Lawa
of 1909 hereby give notioe and makes
public proclamation that a General
I"oction will he held In the said County of San Miguel and State of New
Mexico, on Tuesday, the 3rd day of
November, A. D. 1914; that the object
or said election la the selection by
the people of
One Representative of the State of
New Mexico in the Congress of the
r
United States.
State
of
the
member
One
Corporation

Itcuse.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan House
of Elias Lucero.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
Itcuse of Emlterio Leyba.
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso House of
Alejandro Rodarte.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House
of Guadalupe Segura.
Precinct No. 24, La Llendre House
of Jose L. Ramirez.
Precinct No. 23, Pena Blanca
House of Balerio Ramirez.
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamo- sSchool House.
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo House
of Jose Darlo Atenclo. ;
Precinct No. 28, .Chavez House of

ftce, Chaperito Francisco Arellanes,
Felipe Duran, Ramon Lucero.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo,
Mineral Hill Francisco Garcia,
Rumaldo Gomez, Santos Gonzales.
Precinct No. 12, Rowe, postotace,
Rowe Manuel Archuleta, Cristobal
Padilla, Cosine Esquibel.
Piecinct No. 13, Roclada, postoffice,
Roclada Donaciano Bustos, Jose
Abel Martinez.
Precinct No. 11, Sapello, postoffice,
Sapello Francisco Flores, Francisco
S. Montoya, Serafin Archibeque.
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelitas,
postoffice, Sapello Benigno Sandoval,
Modesto Padilla, Geraldo TrujIUo.
Precinct No. 16, Union, postoffice,
Cliapelle Crestino Garduno, Guadalupe Trujillo, Santiago Trujillo.
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio, post- Ca- office, Las Vegas Eduaro Lucero,
post-offic-

,

MONDAY, OCTOBER

26,

Precinct No. 54, Hillside, postoffice,
Las Vegas H. A. Schmidt, W. F.
Calhoun, John Paulson.
Done at Las Vegas,
San Miguel
Ccunty, New Mexico, this 22nd, day of
October, A. D. 1914, by the Board of
County Commissioners of the County
of San Miguel la open session.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF

1914.

e

E.

SAN MIGUEL,
By FIDEL

Attest:
LORENZO

15he

OPTIC

Ml

ORTIZ,

Chairman.
DELGADO, Clerk.

LOBBY RESTAURANT

IH

CM

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
t, A. F.
Regular communication first and
in
third Thursday
add montn. YUittng
biOtherg cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., EL 8. Van
Petten, Secretary,
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.
A.

COLUMN

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
IEST GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HANDLE

M.

M008E Meets second and
Thursday evening each
month at W. O. VP. hall. VisiUni
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V.
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
L. O. O.

fourth

A persistent Question
The question has been asked, "In
OF
KNIGHTS
COLUMBUS, COUhk
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
864.
NO.
CIL
Meets second an
The
answer
to
Is,
superior
pills?"
Commission.
George Chavez.
are more mild and gentle m
rcurth Thursday In O. R. C hall.
"They
of
House
State
the
members
of
Three
effect and more reliable. Besides
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vega- sLAS VEGAS COMMANDERYj, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting members
Representatives to bg elected from City Hail.
they Improve the appetite, cleanse
r are
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
Invited.
Richard Derlas,
cordially
Second
correct
State
said county for the
and Invigorate the stomach,
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli
conclave second Tues-f- G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S;
the
leave
and
liver
of
disorders
the
Legislature.
tas House of Frollan Aiires.
bowels In a natural and healthy condey to each month at MaOne, member of the State House of Precinct No. 31, Puertecito House taiino Martinez, N. S. Belden.
dition, while the use of pills, owing
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
from
elected
to
be
Representatives
Frecinct No. 18, Mishawaka, post- to their drastic effect, Is often followof Nestor Grlego.
Recorder.
Chas.
O.J.
B.
Tamme,
Smith,
Osteopathic Physician
said count Jointly with the County
by constipation." For sale by all
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House oifice, Mishawaka C. D. Black, David ed
Office Crockett Building
Adv.
dealers.
of Guadalupe,
OPTIC NUMBER) MAIN L
of Placido Ribera.
Newcomer, John Hartman.
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
end to rote for or against the adopADVERTOR CLASSIFIED
RATES
No. 19, McKinley, postof
Frecinct No. 33, Los Vigiles
Precinct
ESTATE
NORDICA'S
FOR
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
Residence phono Main 384
FIGHT
to
State
the
tion of three amendments
Fer-miTISEMENTS
School
fice, Chaperito Higluio Lucero.
cation first Monday In each
N. J., Oct. 26. The estate
Freehold,
the
been
have
which
by
Constitution,
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro House
Baca, Isabel Garcia.
month at Masonic Temple
MONUMENT CO
of the late operatic star, Lillian Nor-diclegislature submitted to the people, of Tomas Gonzales.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan, postof
7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
of a legal tangle Five cents per lint each Insertion.
at
cause
N. M.
Is
the
Albuquerque,
voted
to
be
upon
each amendment
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnas
fice, San Jose Elias Laicero, L,ucaa which 'will have Its unravelling here Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
H. P.; V. O. Blood, Secre215 E. Central
said amendments being resSchool House.
Maes, Luis tliron.
this week. The principal party to the No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
II Years Practical Experience.
pectively,
All
No. 21, Casa Colorada, contest is
advsrtlsemcnta
No. 36, Penasco Blanco
charged
Precinct
Precinct
E. A. JONES
W. Young, husband line
W. W BOWM1
George
10
of
the
2
Article
of
Sec.
amend
To
House of Nazario Quintana.
poEtoffice, Leyba Francisco C. Ortiz, of the late Madame Nordica, who Is will be booked at tpae actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAB LODGE NO
State Constitution.
without regard to number of words.
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito House Isabel Leyba, Mariano Salazar.
GEO. H. HUNKER
4. Meeti every Monday
seeking to have probated a will made
evening at
To amend Article 8 of the State Con of
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso, postoffice, in 1910, in which he is left a large Cash In advlnco preferred.
Attorney-at-LaQuintana.
Epltacio
their
on
hall
All
Sixth
tieet
TlBlting
stitution.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres House Sanchez Alejandro Rodarte, Jose Ig- share of her estate, instead of the
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
East
brethren
to
invited
attend.
cordially
5
the
of
To amend See. 1 of Article
naclo Lujan, Juan Lorenzo Torres.
of Jose Gabriel Montano.
J. Frledenstlne, N. O.: A. T. Rogers,
vKl offered for probate dated last
Slate Constitution,
No. 39, Tecolotito House
VIstist&ii
Precinct No. 23, San Jose, postoffice, year, and written while the singer
DR. F. U. HUXMANN
Precinct
V. a.; T. M, Elwood. Secretary; Karl
havthe said proposed amendments
Segnra, Miguel was at Thursday Island, in the South
of SIplo Salas.
Guadalupe
San
Jose
Dtntlst
Werts, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgoock,
ing been by the secretary of state
V' ANTED
A barber. C. A. Montoya,
No. 40, Bernal House of A. Duran, Cleofes Segnra,
work of any description at
Precinct
the
Dental
named
will,
Trustee.
last
the
In
Seas.
Cemetery
caused to be published In full In news Baslllo Grlego.
Precinct No. 24, La Llendre, post- hi'fband is left nothing.
moderate prices
Bridge street
papers throughout the state as re
L.
Ramirez,
Jose
Canon
Office Phone
Precinct No. 41,
Largo
office, La Llendre
of Newark
Howell
B, p, o. ELKS Meets aecond and Room 1, Center Block.
Chancellor
lce
quired by the Bald constitution
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
School House.
Lorenzo Tapia, Ricardo UrioBte.
cause WANTED Reliable woman for genshow
to
fourth
Mr.
directed
of
evenlnx
Young
has
each
Tuesday
the
Notice Is further given that
eral housework. 725 Sixth street.
Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca, post- in court tomorrow why he should not
month Elks" home on NInUi street
names of the candidate for each of House of Jose
a- Benertto
Duran,
Roclada
Montoya.
office
havIgnaclo
from
and
restrained
be
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
adpermanently
LOCAL TIME CARD
eaid offices and their postoffice
Boarders and roomers by are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin
lerio Ramirez, Canuto Martinez.
1910 will probated. The will WANTED
the
ing
follows:
as
are
e
dresses respectively,
Alamos,
Los
26,
718
Garcia.
No.
Lincoln, er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Precinct
House of Lorenzo
month, week or day at
was offered for probate bere on Oc
For Representative In Congress
Los Alamos Cruz Gallegos, tober 15, and the hearing was set for
Good home cooking.
Precinct No. 44, OJItos Frios
Secretary.
C.
.
East Bound
Republican Candidate, Benlgno
House of Nestor Montano.
Jose N. Gallegos, Juan Maria Abey-tia- November 12.
Mex
New
Tierra
Amatilla,
Fernandez,
Detail
Arrive
seamstress
as
or
WANTED
Precinct No. 45,
Cherryvale
Work
AND LADIES OF SECURKNIGHT
Madame Nordica Is believed to have
ico.
T:4I
No. I.... 7:20 p. m
San
postofPablo,
No.
27,
805
School
Precinct
Address
housework.
House.
Seventh
are
COUNCIL
Meets
2390
and
No.
in
there
"
ITY,
left a large fortune,
jDemociratic Candidate, tfarvey B,
... .11:64 p. m
ll:t ft 8
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado School fice, Mineral Hill Juan Antonio Aten- several other relatives interested in
street
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the No.
Fcrgusson, Albuquerque, New Mex- House.
1:81 a
a. m
No.
1:25
clo. Lucas Sanchez, Reyes Aragon.
I,...
first and third Mondays of each
the contest. .
ico.
No. 28, Chavez, postoffice,
t,
No. it, Hot Springs-Sch- ool
WANTED Position or piece work by month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and No. It.... 1:15 p. m..... !:
Precinct
Precinct
Progressive Candidate, Francis C.
Wsst Bound
House.
Buxton Simon Garcia y Montoya,
stenogra- Ladies always welcome O. L. Free
expeirieniced
Rhorougbly
action.
their
will
like
You
positive
Mexico.
Wilson, Santa Fe, New
Arrive
Depan
K.. Y., man,
Precinct No. 48, Trementlna House Cecrge Chavez, Bernardo Grlego.
pher; best of references.
President; Miss Cora Montague,
They have & tonic effect on the bowSocialist Candidate, William P.
No.
1:10
Las
E.
p. m
Vegas,
1:I( p. Vb
1....
Gonzales.
29,
No.
of Hllario
Precinct
A.
Optic.
V.
Local
Mrs,
Morrow,
a
Financier;
thorough
wholesome,
and
els,
Mexico.
give
Albuquerque, New
No. I....
:35 a. m..... 1:4 a. tt
E. Las Vegas Chas. Greenclay,
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
For Corporation Commissioner:
No.
4:20
p. m..... 4:1 p. ft.
7..t.
School House.
Juan Ortega, Charles Douglas.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and SALESMEN for small towns, whole Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Republican Candidate, Hugh H. Wiln
C:35
....
No.
7:it
p. m
No. 50, Guadalupe House
No. 30, Canon de Manueliside
or
Precinct
line.
Precinct
sales
time
K.
Special
plan Sixth street East Las Vegas,
U
stomach sweet. Constipation,
liams, Doming. New Mexico.
Frailan Ai- keep
Roclada
of
Tiburclo
Ullbarri.
of
afunsold
return,
postoffice,
never
tas,
goods
allowing
tired
feeling
Democratic Candidate, Adolfo P.
. headache, dull,
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
Precinct No. 51, San Ignaclo House res, Francisco Aragon Jose L. Bena-idez- fect those who use Foley Cathartic
makes quick easy daily sales. $5 FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
Hill, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1
of
Pablo
on
Some
each
commission
order.
102
Fresquez.
O.
Schaefer
G.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Meets
Tablets. Only 25c
every Monday night
Progressive Candidate, John M. Mc-- "
No. 52, Las Colonias
No. 31, Puertecito, postof and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
cuts
Precinct
new.
Precinct
for
the thick choking mucus, and
Write
R-- C. hall, on Douglas avenue
pock
si
0.
thing
entirely
Mexico.
er, Deming, New
House of Nasarlo Valencia.
et outfit today. May Mfg. Co., 212 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cot clears away the phlegm. Opens up
fice, Sena Endalecio Sena, Vicente
Welch,
Socialist Candidate,
Precinct No. 53, Enclnosa School Martinez, Manuel Manzanares.
Sigel St., Chicago, 111.'
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presi the air passages and stops the hoarse
i ton, New Mexico.
House.
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo, postof- RATON ON MAIN LINE
dent; Mrs. J. T Buhler, Secretary; cough. The gasping, strangling fight
f r Members of the State Legislature
School fice, Ribera Ramon UlibarrI, Matias
Hillside
No.
Precinct
54,
for breath gives way to quiet breathC.
Rssitt
H, Bally, Treasurer.
Republican Candidates, Secundino
House.
Ribera, Tomas Ortiz.
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
cmero, Laa Vegas. N. M.; ApoJonio
TO STAY, IS CLAII1
Done at Las Vegas, San Miguel
Precinct No. 33, Los Vigiles, postof
FOR RENT OR SALE Typewriters, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA Mass, Mich,, writes :"We give Foley's
A Sena, Park Springs, New Mexico;
Fred O. Blood, East Las Vegas, New County, New Mexico, this 22nd., day fice, Las Vegas Jose E. Garcia, Jose
any make; best terms. W. E. Banks
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly Honey and Tar to our children for
of October, A. D. 1914, by the board Crespln, Felipe Fresquez.
MADE
BEING
IMPROVEMENTS
Phone Vegas 101.
Mexico.
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second croup and it always acts quickly." O.
Commissioners of the
NEAR GATE CITY ALLAY
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro, postof.Toint Member of the State Iyegis-latnr-e of County
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
i
BOOSTERS' FEARS
Adv,
rooms
FOR RENT Furnished
from the counties of San Miguel County of San Miguel In open session. fice, San Jose Manuel D. Benavidez,
for 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G,
Garcia.
Inez
Jose
Ruiz,
&ih1 Guadalupe:
Apolinar
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoTHE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnas, post- Raton, N. M., Oct. 26. The several
avenue.
Republican Candidate, Crescenciano
SIONERS. OF THE COUNTY OF
cal Deputy. Visiting members are
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
office, Porvenlr Uuan Blea, Sr., Gua- extra Santa Fe gangs, occupying 53
Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
SAN MIGUEL,
welcome and cordially invited. this office.
Elias
,
now
Naranjo.
bunk
Kiota
Aranda,
sidetracked
at
cars,
dalupe
Democratic Candiates, E. R.
FURNISHED ROOMS with or without
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco, and Lynn on the mountain, are ap
East Las Vegas, New Mexico: Attest:
board. 710 Grand avenue.
Chairman.
pcftoffico, Roclada Nazario Quintana, proaching the completion of the imHomingo E. Baca, Las Vegas, New
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Manuel D. Montoya, Faustin Silva.
Mexico; Cipriano Lujan,
provement work which has been in
Sanchez,
M-J
Recommendation In writing having
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito, postof- progress for the past three months be3New Mexico.
Joint Member: Democratic Candi- been submitted to the board by the fice, Cerrito Epltacio Quintana, Fe- - tween Raton and the tunnel. The lay- FOR SALE Pony,
gentle to harness
MOST
YOUR
steel and the ballastdate, Juan J. Clancey, Puerto de Luna, Republican Central Committee of San derico Madril, Jose Inocencio UlibarrI. ing of
or saddle; with colt. $30. Agua
New
Miguel county,
Mexico, and also
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres, postof- ing on the double track from Raton
New Mexico.
Pura Company.
Socialist Candidates, O. W. White, by the Democratiq Central Commit- fice, Caperlto Jose Gabriel Montano, to the tunnel has now progressed to
tee
beof said county, and the same
Pedro M. A. Rael, Pedro Montano.
t
Las Vegas, New Mexico; Max
within a short distance of the tunnel.
W. T. Iluchens, Nicholson, Ga., had
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito, postof-- f Railroad officials who have seen the a severe attack of rhsumatism.
valdez, East Las Vegas, New Mexico; ing filed in the office of the clerk, upHi6
on
due consideration thereof,
t e, Anton Chlco
Christian Peterson, East Laa Vegas
Sipio Salas, Fran completed work, say that It is now feet ankles and
were swollen,
jointa
Be
It
and
the
resolved
ordered
cisco Sals, Anastacio Rael.
by
Kpw Mexico,
the prettiest and most perfect stretch and moving about wa3 very painful.
Precinct No. 40, Bernal, postoffice, of track on the main line between He was
Joint Member: Socialist Candidate, Board of County Commissioners, of
certainly In a bad way when
Jno. W. Hansen, Las Vegas, New the County of San Miguel, State cf Chapelle Clodio Ortega,
Gregorio Chicago and the coast From the Im- he started to take
Foley Kidney Pills.
New Mexico, that the following nam- Sandoval, Antonio Marquez.
Mexico.
mense amount of work done by the He says, "Just a few doses made me
ed
persons be, and they are, hereby,
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo, post- Santa Fe during the past year on the feel
Polling Places
better, and now niy pains and
The places where safd election Is to appointed Judges of Election In anC effice, Sanchez Vivian Baca, Floren- - tunnels and
-the double rheumatism are all gone and I
Improving
sleep
le held in the several precincts of for the several precincts of said coun cic Esquibel, Raymundo Martinez.
track between the two pass cities, ft all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
r:d county of San Miguel are hereby ty, respectively, as set forth here be Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle, post- - is plainly evident that a very substan Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
low, for the general election to be office, Las Vegas Jose Ignaclo Mon- - tial Increase in business is
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery....
25c per 100 lbs.
dfcdgnated as follows,
anticipat200 pounds to 1,080 pounds, each delivery..,
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House held within and for said County cf tcya, Juan C. Montoya, Juan J. Ma ed for 1915, when the two
30c per 100 lbs.
INDIANS NEED WATCHING
big expoSan Miguel, and state aforesaid, on drid.
f David Urioste.
SO pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs.
sitions on the Pacific coast will draw
Albuquerque, Oct. 26. Came and
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery.,
Precinct No.
Cuesta House of the first Tuesday after the first Mon
50c per 100 lbs.
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin, postof- hundreds of thousands of visitors to Fish Warden T.
C de Baca said today
in the month of November, the same
I'orfirio Gallegos.
fice, La Llendre Lorenzo Garcia, San Francisco and San Diego. Heavy that owing to the numerous comPrecinct No. 3, Las Vegas, South
being November 3rd, A. D. 1014, lo- - Jesus Ma. Gonzales, Juan Quintana.' ballasting of the roadbed Is also proplaints and warnings received con
J rouse of Antonio Fulgenzf.
wit:
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frloa,
gressing south from Raton. A gang cerning "expected" Indian violations
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Casa de
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel, postof
Las Vegas Nestor Montano, of 150 Mexican laborers is bunking In of the game laws, three extra
deputy
fice Ribera David Tfrioste, Trinidad Bonifacio Lucero, Felix Sanchez.
Focledad.
Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
Lasting
cars at Otero at present and laying wardens have been stationed In So
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North-Ho- use Garcia, Andres Gonzales.
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvale,
ballast and heavy steel from Otero corro county. A Valencia county reci- Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta, posio."- of Jose L. Galindre.
O.
H.
Morrison, south. Such extensive and perman dent has written Mr. im Uaca that
Cherryvale
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central Fee, Viilanueva Secundino Padiiia, Eugenio Baca, John Mathews.
ent improvements can only indicate many Pueblo Indians have taken out
of ffaunlta Ribera.
Leonardo Lucero, Francisco Flores.
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado, post- - one thing; that the Gate City is on licenses to hunt and that
they "wil"
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio House
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas, South, office, Los Alamos Jose M. Aragon, the main line to stay all hot air to bear
watching," not because they will
Cf Felix Sandobal.
pestoffice, Las Vegas Juan Mares y Agapito Trujillo, Jose Manuel
Tru the contrary notwithstanding.
F1K3 V2AT YCUYAST
kill animals out of season but be
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas
Ortiz, Nicolas Kavanaugh, Lucas Gal- jillo.
cause they are likely to kill more tiian
School House.
legos.
AUTO STAGE
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs, post- the law allows each hunter. The InPrecinct No. 9, Pecos House of
Precinct No, 4, Tecolote, postoffice, office, Las Vegas Lorenzo Leal, FeAutomobile stage line to Mora tri- dian, has a fine
appetite for venison
I'ftdro Ribera.
Tcolote Pablo Herrera, Desiderio lipe Lobato, Timoteo Fresquez.
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat and it is hard for him to realize that
SELL WHAT YOU DflT WANT
Precinct No. 10, ChaperKo House Jarllnez, Francisco Encinias y Ja&- Precinct No. 48, Trementlna, post- urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a. the happy; hunting
when
I
he
days,
of Francisco Arellanes.
o.
office,; Trementlna Melesio Sanchez, m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave could shoot as many doer as, he liked,
Frecinct No. 1 1, San Geronlmo
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North, Pedro Roibal; Francisco Barreras.
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Ijas Vegas 5:45 p. are over.
Ti'pa Socledad Litorarla.
CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
postoffice. Las Vegas Jose P. Mares,
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca, post- - m Fare for round trip, $5; one way.
Precinct No. 12, Rowe House of Pablo Ortiz, Nicanor Martinez.
MIGHT BUT the particular thing Is worth mosL
office, Las Vegas Martin Marque?. $3. Round trip tickets good for one
To the Public
!.;amiel Archuleta.
Frecinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central, Antonio Hidalgo, Alcario Salas.
week. II. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Used a bottle Of rhamhfirlain'B
"I
Pm lGrt No. 13, Roclada House of postoffice, Las Vegas Felipe Baca y
Coutrh Remedv last wlnfpr fnr ii co
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe, poRf ofTUB PROPERTY you want to sell is' WORTH MOST to people who
Pwlro A. Bustos.
Flo-reve re bronchial cousrh and can mna- Garcia, Cleofes Armijo,-GerardCheck Kidney Trouble at Once
fice, Casa Grande Ambrosio Candeia- read the ads iu this paper and who never would hear of your
Precinct No. 14, Sapello House of
say that I never took a
There Is sucb ready action In Foley clentiously
r!a, Domingo Cordova, Manuel Naran
unless it were advertised here.
property
medicine
me
did
Francisco Flores.
that
so much good,"
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio, postof- jo.
Kidney Pills, you feel their healiag writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Precinct No. IK. Laa Manuelitas
fice, Pecos Dionicio Sandoval, Boni-faiPrecinct No. 51, San Ignaclo, post- - from the very first (lose. Backache, Ind, For sale bv all dnnlfvnj A.lo
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
TfciiBe of Benlvmo Sandoval.
Sandoval, Cresencio Roybal.
office, Sapello Pablo Fresquez, Cruz weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
Precinct No. 18, Union House of
Precinct No. 8, Las 'egas, Up,)cr, Rrybal, Desiderio Solano,
and Irregular action disappear with
articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instrufurniture,
Cii!ii?alupe Trujillo.
postoffice Las Vegas Monico Tafoya,
Precinct No. 52, Iis Colonias, pont- - their use. O. Palmar,. Gieen Bay,
ments.
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio
Bcr.ifcio Baca, Sangull Ruiz.
offlce, San Jose Cleofes Gallegos, Wis., says :'My wife la rapidly ret ui.i'li.,,,,,, mumtma (( ran.i I 4
House.
Precinct No. 9, Pecos, postoffice, Cundalupe Roybal, Eplfanlo Quintana. covering her health and
la not
p P(.n..
J
strength, due
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVmrBGDVS SATISPrecinct No. IS, Mlsa wafca School Pecos Pedro Ribera, Jose Barela,
to
Precinct No. S3, Enelnoso, poetofSco,
Wy
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. w
FIED. Try theta.
r
Vitril.
Gctisales Julian Salazar, Julian Lu
and Red C - Dn- - Ptira
1'iv.ciDcf. No. 10, Chaperito. post.if- 19, McKljilev- - -- School
Ad'?.
jctro, Ricardo Medina.
j
,
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve Honths:
McCLURE'S

THE WOMEN'S-

THE

MAGAZINE

HOME

lift

SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the

January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
LEAVE
SUBSCRfPTION
CALL AT TIE OFFICE

II

IB

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year

The Dally Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5-

0

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$6.00

$6.50
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

THE ANDERSONS LEAVE
llev. E. C. Anderson, retiring pastor
of the First Methodist church, and
family, loft today on train No. 1 for
lies we!!, to which charge air. Anderson recently was transferred hy the
bishop of the district Many members of the church and friends were
at the elation to hid the family
Not only Mr. Anderson, who
had just entered upon the fifth, year
of his pastorate In Las Vegas when
the call to the larger field came to
him, but the entire family has endeared itself to the people of this
city, and the group that gathered at
the station typified the general regret
that all who have known them, feei

FOR SOLDIERS
26. Five
Tex., Oct.
thousand war horses, it was estimated today, are held here awaiting de-

MONDAY, OCTOBER

26,

1914.

HORSES

Fort Worth,

;

Bridge St

aiiiicia

TONIGHT

7:15

MONDAY

no

fHKJLLO

MABJ3U,...Keytone
"The Unpatnted Portrait"
Majestic.
"The Defaulter''
Domino

OF DISSOLUTION

NOTICE

ThepuulIo Is hereby notified that
the firm of Frldenstein & McNeece
has dissolved. Mr. h. N. McNeace
will collect and pay all bills. Any
further business conducted under the
name of the Variety Shop will, be
Mrs. S. V. Savage, die at the Las
J. D. FRIDENSTEIN,

IWI

Feature

Two Reel

NICE SWEET POTATOES
5c per lb, 6 lbs. for 25c

LOCAL

I

NEWS

Old Tayior WhtsKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Trainor celeh

1

FIRST NATIONAL

J.

long-time-

The Ladies' League of the First
Presbyterian church will hold a mission tea tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the home of 'Mrs. John L.
looker, Columbia avenue.

Grapes
Grapes

II. YORK
RESERVED SEATS FOR
Grocer and Baker

THE

ESTABLISHED 1376

KELLOGG-HAINECOMPANY
WILL ENTERTAIN A LARGE
AUDIENCE

Sears-Roebuc- k

S

FRESH COLORADO

b

RANCH EGGS

Strictly Fresh Kansas Eggs

The Peoples' Second Hand store on
Railroad avenue soon will hove into
new quarters on Douglas avenue, oc-

30g a dozen

cupying the building recently vacated
by the Las Vegas Motor Car company when that firm moved across the
street. The new store will include
a picture framing department.

THE CASH GHOCEK

Train No. 10 yesterday was made
up of three sections carrying home
the eastern delegates to the conven

Hi

it

tion of ;tbe Traveling Passenger
Agents' association, which met in San
Francisco last week. Several hundred
traffic men had dinner at the Casta- necia hotel, and enjoyed a very short
walk about the neighborhood of the
depot during their stopover in Las

MOMMY"

Vegas.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Registration of voters

PAGE FURNITURE

511 Sixth St.

CO.

Phone Main 114

I ho Llcilarn Woman
knows there Is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
Is the cheapest That Is
why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms, Ordej a sack to-

riARVEY'S

for

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mill

The party that left here yesterday
for Mora to attend the session of the
district court for that county, which
opened this morning, consisted of
Judge D. J Leahy, Court
stenographer William E. Gortner, Dis- trict Attorney Charles W. Q. Ward,
Assistant District Attorney Chester
A. Hunker, Miss Sabina Gustafson,
stenographer to the grand jury, and
Luisi E. Armijo, interpreter.
The
journey was undertaken In carriages,
the roads being impassable for automobiles a!s a result of the severe
rains of the previous three days.

morning.
Adv.

Of Tba

last

Of Ever

yip

Eatable

Is still on

J

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS

J

I

)

P--

WANTED

tliis office.

We are making two freight shipments

a

&

imwm

co. STORE

are prepared to
eitjum Doner mane,

lej;.ndn Vigil.
Precinct No,

t

rrompt serv:ce,

"1

.

,

Clean cotton
'

rags

at

I

S

'

k

'

.

.V-

'

-

ON ALL

-

....

HEATING STOVES

i

-

1

4 1

IB

i

K-- c-

WW

Clean
or Dye

Save Money Here
J.

THE FAMOUS
HOWARD HEATER

C.

Jchnsen

&

Eor the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL

Wfffi

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FCH ITS PERFECTNESS

Tho Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

TOO BAD! "fopofui

if

Julian Lu

c

Next to Crl'i'je

and Red
h

.?

r

C

Lis Vr.:'.is

:cari l,aur.:!ry

:

I

I

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.

Garments.

JZzcnis
!

son l

.

EARLY

your old

I

You can

f

We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

P7 IIP
at

WE CAN PLEASE

Everything in Hardware and Furniture.

.7 u i a n P al a za r ,
C c h ?, a J c a
postjf- (ccro, Rioardo Medina.
-

I

lill

window r.r.Am

1

10, C haporito.

IB

a

ail sizes of window glass, price and service
guaranteed.
PHONE MAIN .379
1

I
:i

joivjjiify- -

I

7i

week of stove castings. We
furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or

1
U

i gomf

I

fH..blUVt
3 We furnish

it

SALE

of our last shipment.

Kosher Sausage' Fresh
Every Week.
1 1

REMODELING

weather bureau predicted frost, for
tonight with a minimum temperature
of about 35 degrees, audi indicated the
cold spell would last 48 hours.

Ladies Especially Invited.

If lb I!:i3

Remember oar

ri

SNOW IN CHICAGO
Chicago, Oct. 2G. The lirst snow
storm of the season struck Chicago
As the thermometer registertodafy.
ed only 42 degrees the big flakes
melted as soon as they landed. The

Subscribe for The Optia

AT THE OPERA HOUSE TUESDAY NIGHT 8

try

JK

en-lir-

ternoon for preliminary hearing. Rey
nolds waived examination and was
held for the action of the grand jury.
Bonds were placed at $1,000, and as
the young man was unable to raise
the money, he was returned to the
county jail.
The charge on which Reynolds was
arrested is issuing to H. A. Harvey a
check for the sum of $65 In payment
of his board bill at the Harvey ranch
when he had no funds in the bank to
cover the check. There were several
oiber check transactions on the part
of Reynolds which, It Is said, were not
quite regular, but through the activity
of some people In this city his father
was communicated with, and It Is understood that funds have been
warded by him to cover all of the
son's irregularities.
It is understood that the young man
will appear before the district Judge,
upon the adjournment of court in
Mora, and plead guilty. The settlement of the claims against Eeynolds
will have no effect upon the legal
status of the case, but It is authoritatively stated that no one here will be
out any money through his actions.

FERGUSSON
AT

Pure

1

The case of James G. Reynolds
came up in the court of Justice of the
Peace D. R. Murray late Saturday af-

EVERYBODY
HEAR CONGRESSMAN

""'

'.
day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

IS OPEN

Carriage out Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey's.

Ma

EXAMINATION

The infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur E. Edmonds died Friday
morning at the home of the parents
in Florence, Ariz. Mr. and Mrs. Edmonds formerly resided in Las Vegas,
Mr. Edmonds being a teacher in the
Mrs. Edmonds forpublic schools.
merly was Miss Beulah-Tillma-

is progress

The meeting of the Young Men's
Republican club at the club room in
the (building next to the postofflce on
the West side this evening Is to be
addressed by some of the ablest
speakers In this part of the state. All
young men who can possibly attend
are urged to do so. The election of
officers Is to occur at the meeting,
and all other matters relating to the
permanent organization of the club
will come up. The meeting is called
for 8 o'clock this evening.

m

BOH

Andrew H. Dailey, a oeserter from
ing rapidly, according to City Clerk
Charles Tamme, but as the time Is the United States cavalry stationed at
drawing to a close rapidly when vot- LaFayette, Col., gave himself up to
Saturday, saying he
ers will not be able to register, he local Officers
a&ks that all who have not as yet at- was cold and hungry and could not
tended to the matter call at their hope to make his escape. Dailey was
earliest convenience at the city hall sent back to Colorado in charge of
and place their names upon the offi Santa Fe Special Officer Tim O'Leaiy,
who was here yesterday on business.
cial lists.

and a lot of other latest hits have Just
been received by us.
Come In and try some of them on
our Baldwin Piano.

& UNDERTAKING

The reserved seats for tne Kellogg-Haine- s
concert at the opera house
event
Wednesday evening the
in the Y. M. C. A. lyceum course-w- ere
put on sale today at the association offices.' 'The sale will continue
until the niglil of the cVtiirert, drtm-ti- l
such time as the seats are all Hbld.
The prices are: Orchestra and dress
circle, $1; balcony, reserved, :0 cents;
e
general admission, 25 cents. The
balcony was, up to the time of
putting the tickets on sale this morning, unsold and .offer.-- a splendid
choice of seats. The reservations of
the subscribers has been confined to
the lower floor by the individual submum, ,38
scribers themselves, but there are
Civil service examinations will be still a number of fine seats left.
held in Las Vegas on November 10,
for the following positions: Assistant
in cotton, classing (male), salary $1,-- JAMES REYNOLDS
S'lO to 2,400, specialist in cottom classing (male), salary $2,500 to $3,500;
OVER TO GRAND JURY
assistant in cotton busiuess methods
(male) salary $1,800 to $2,400. For
a'l further information see Oscar Lin- - YOUTH ACCUSED OF PASSING
WORTHLESS CHECK WAIVES
berg at the East Las Vegas postofflce.
:

lb Frances Pint Jars

STRICTLY

OF LAS

vative Bank.

CONCERT ABE OFFERED

A marriage license has been issued
Julius Rosenwald, president of the
the county clerk's office to Paula
by
s.
Company, and
Lopez,
aged 23 years, and Vidal Ortiz,
Rcsenwald, were passengers on train
aged 71 years, both of San Miguel.
No. 1 yesterday, en route to
to visit relatives.
Tomorrow evening liere will be
The regular meeting of the Wom-an'- class of candidates for initiation into
Elks lodge at the lodge home on
Club of Las Vegas will be held the
avenue. A large attendance
Douglas
o'clock
at
afternoon
2;30
Wednesday
of
is desirod.
members
in the tropins of the Commercial club.
Hon. II. 13. Fergnsaoii; democratic
AH members are requested to attend
candidate for congress, will speak at
promptly.
the opera house Tuesday night, Oc
27. Everybody ladies especial
Since Shoemaker has been made an tober
invited.
Committee. Adv.
ly
ayent station on the railroad the firm
of J. P. van Houten and Company' has
The report of yesterday' weather,
built large stock yards at that place,
as
given by the volunteer observation
and during the past week several cars
of sheep have been shipped from there. station at the New Mexico Normal
University, was: Maximum, 60; mini-

Stearns' STORE

:!

an--

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

Albu-qwrqu-

1

MEETING
STOCKHOLDERS
You are hereby notified that the

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

GREEN TOMATOES
QUINCES
STRAWBERRIES

brated yesterday their thirty-eightFOUND Key hook with two keys.
Cutler Brothers, insurance. North- "A bounteous
wedding anniversary;.
Owner can have same at this office west
corner of Plaza. Adv.
dinner was served In the evening to
by paying for notice.
the family and a number of close
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
friends. The occasion was a most LOST One tire and rim for automoin wood. Direct from the distillery to
happy one. Mr. and Mrs. Trainor are
Motor
bile. Return to Las Vegas
yon. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
s
residents of Las Vegas.
Car Company.

Isle of Pines

APPLES
$1.25 per box.

NEW YORK CONCORD
GRAPES
The last of the season.

going.

Cornishon
Tokay

' of

WINTER

L. N. McNEACB.

VISIT THE Y. M. C.

til MM

For winter use.

AMERICA TO HELP

Washington, Oct. 26. At the request of Prince von Hatzfeldt
counsellor of the German
embassy here, the state department
today undertook to ascertain the number and location of German prisoners
in France, through American diplomatic and conslar officers.
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the Romero Mining Company will be
held at the office of Wm. G. Haydon,
in East Las Vegas, N. M., November
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TREMBLOR AT TURIN
By a score of 35 to 20 the basketRespectfully yours,
ball team of the Y. M. C. A. defeated
Rome, Oct. 26 A severe earth- meetings.
the team of the High school in the quake was felt at Turin today. No
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game played. Saturday night in the casualties have been reported.
Secretary.
gymnasium of the association build-in- s
during the "open house" reception.
The affair was well attended
despite the inclemency of the weathA
er, and the guests all made merry over
the various games and refreshments.
t
Probably 200 people visited the
building during the evening. The
rooms in the dormitory were all alight
and the doors open, and many of the
visitors made an inspection tour to
BANK
take a look at the quarters of the men
who make their homes there.
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livery to the French and English army commands which have been busy
buying here for several weeks.
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